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Abstract

Digital repositories with different purposes and dissimilar contents require librarians to deal with issues of access, authentication, growth, support, and sustainability. This presentation aims to share HKUST Library’s experience in developing and implementing two purpose-driven digital repositories and to discuss longer-term sustainability issue and other management issues.

Introduction

Many academic libraries in recent years have created digital repositories which are usually Open Archive Initiative (OAI)-compliant. These repositories are established to facilitate archiving, discovery, and retrieval of important digital information content.

This paper seeks to share with you the experiences of implementing two institution-based repositories at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology Library and to offer some insights into how best to implement such digital projects and information access strategies to achieve long-term service goals and purposes.

Let me provide you with some background information on the University and the digital initiatives of the HKUST Library over the years.

1. HKUST Library and its digital initiatives

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology was founded in 1991. The University currently has a student body of 9000 and about 450 faculty members. It offers

---

1 The Open Archives Initiative works to promote self-archiving and interoperable standards for file sharing. OAI protocol (OAI-PMH) is a collaborative effort to develop interoperability mechanisms that facilitate access to distributed digital content in the academic environment. It provides the framework to make it easy to identify, index, and access the content in distributed repositories.
over 100 degree programs, including 25 doctoral programs. In 16 short years, the University has achieved international distinction for educational excellence, research strength, and institutional flexibility. The University was ranked in 2006 one of the top research universities in the world by *Newsweek International, THES, the Times Higher Education Supplement* (London), and other university ranking organizations\(^2\).

Since its founding, the HKUST Library has been a pioneer and leader in many aspects of IT development and implementation. Below is a summary of its digital initiatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Implemented the first online library catalog in Hong Kong with full Chinese capability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Set up the first large-scale campus-wide CD-ROM network in an Asian academic library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Designed and implemented the first course reserve full-text image management system in Asia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>First library web server in Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-2000</td>
<td>Managed a regional mirror site for the Ovid database system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-2001</td>
<td>Participated in a consultancy service for the Open University of Hong Kong’s Electronic Library Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Implemented the first native XML-based digital library system in Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Developed an XML Name Access Control Repository System as a global prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Established the first digital institutional repository in Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Implemented the first Web-based digital university archives in Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Developed HKIR which permits cross searching of institutional repositories in HK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This presentation will focus on HKUST Library’s two purpose-driven digital repositories: the digital Institutional Repository and the Digital University Archives. Implementing these two repositories generated a large number of unique issues and challenges. Although the repositories are up and running, some challenges remain, while the HKUST librarians continue to face new issues in developing and maintaining them.

2. **Two Purpose-driven Repositories**

Started in May 2003, the Digital Institutional Repository (IR) ([http://repository.ust.hk/](http://repository.ust.hk/)) collects, makes available, and preserves the scholarly output of the University community in digital format. It provides a user-friendly interface for self-archiving by faculty and researchers. It organizes the archived digital documents in a logical, easily retrieved fashion. Powered by DSpace, an open-source OAI-compliant software developed at MIT\(^3\), the IR’s

---


\(^3\) “DSpace is a specialized type of digital asset management or content management system: it manages and
archived articles and documents are easily discovered by web search engines, digital discovery services, and electronic indexing tools. For example, the IR is indexed by OAIster (http://oaister.umdl.umich.edu/o/oaister/) where over 12 million documents from more than 800 institutions can be found, as well as by Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com/). The IR uses the CNRI Handle System to assign persistent identifiers to all material posted to the repository. These identifiers are resolvable in perpetuity, and will remain valid even if content migrates to a new digital system. This allows scholarly documents in this repository to be properly and effectively cited in other research work.

As the digital institutional memory for the University, the Digital University Archives (http://archives.ust.hk/dspace/) is the official online repository for university records that have permanent value. The Digital UA provides online access to faculty, staff, students, alumni, and the general public to non-restricted records and university publications, but not all materials in the University Archives.

The HKUST Library in 1997 bought commercial software, BASIS, which staff members then spent a year customizing to meet the requirements of a digital archive. As an HKUST Intranet, members of the University could search archived materials by keyword or phrase in the full-text or the title of the document, and/or by the date of the event or publication. However, the BASIS software was not completely satisfactory. In October 2004, after new time-consuming software modifications, we successfully changed this digital university archives to a DSpace-based repository system.

The new system made possible Internet access to all the public University publications back to their first issues. Changing from an Intranet based system to an Internet based one enabled HKUST staff, students, and alumni, as well as the general public to access archived university publications from any corner of the world. The Digital UA also contains newspaper clippings about HKUST and its faculty, staff, and students; photographs, sound and video recordings documenting the various activities and events of the University; and important records of some student and staff associations. The refined DSpace software allows wider access and provides confidential security for the largest body of materials in the

distributes digital items, made up of digital files (or “bitstreams”) and allows for the creation, indexing, and searching of associated metadata to locate and retrieve the items. It is designed to support the long-term preservation of the digital material stored in the repository.” MIT DSpace website.

4 The University Archives, housed in the HKUST Library, is the official depository for the records of the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. Archives staff members evaluate, preserve, organize, and provide access to documentary sources dating from the founding of the university to the present. These historical records exist in many formats, including handwritten, typewritten, and printed documents; audiovisual materials; university publications; and ephemera.
3. **Similarities between Two Repositories**

The IR and the Digital UA have a good number of similarities. Thus, librarians at HKUST faced (and continue to face) some similar issues and challenges in implementing and supporting these two systems.

- Powered by DSpace, both the Digital UA and the IR required software modification and enhancements.
- Both are institution-based university-wide systems (not departmental or subject-oriented as other repositories can be).
- Both contain only full-text documents or publications (unlike other so-called repositories which merely provide abstracts, citations, or links to other databases or licensed information resources).
- Both are meant to be permanent, to be maintained for the long term.
- Both require established policies for archiving, retaining, withdrawing, etc. in order to regulate their activities and to meet their intended objectives.
- Both repositories can be accessed remotely from anywhere in the world.

4. **Different Management Issues and Challenges**

Access and preservation issues created different management issues and challenges for both repositories. Therefore, libraries attempting to simultaneously develop digital repositories with different purposes and dissimilar contents must have a clear vision of the different needs and policies for each one.

a. Clear Vision of Content

The content of the IR required us to have a clear sense of what the IR was: an open access repository of HKUST scholarly output. It is not intended for open access publishing, nor does it exist to provide a way to bypass peer-review of a referred publication process.\(^5\)

---

\(^5\) As James Pringle, Vice President of Product Development of Thomson Scientific, points out, “Open access (OA) publishing is growing in importance, and, in parallel, the role of institutional repositories (IRs) has come to the forefront of discussion within the library community. The two are intertwined but not synonymous, and different motivations are driving the growth of each.” “Partnering helps institutional Repositories thrive”, KnowledgeLink
The IR is a means to make HKUST research results freely and effectively available online to the global research community.

The Digital University Archives is a repository of administrative and historical records of the University, as well as various publications and items documenting important events and activities relating to the University.

The fundamental difference in content means that systems enhancements, policies and procedures for the two repositories are quite different. For instance, the IR needs a policy decision on revised versions of a research paper, i.e. whether to keep the first and revised versions in the repository or only the latest version, while the Digital UA does not require such a decision. The Digital UA requires retention policies for different types of administrative records, but the IR usually keeps its records and contents permanently, for another instance.

b. Organizing Principles

Scholarly documents in the digital IR are organized by “communities” based on the academic departments or research groups at the University. The materials in the digital UA are organized by “record groups” and “record series” based on the originating administrative and academic units of the University, following the traditional archival principal of provenance. The concept of “communities” in the IR is more flexible. We can make certain collections or documents more noticeable to either a specified group of researcher and users within the University community or to the public. Currently, each academic department at HKUST has a “community” on the IR but more specific communities can be added. For instance, a “molecular biology community” can be considered when necessary, in addition to the existing “biology community”.

c. Access vs. Security & Choosing the Right Software

How to control access to information that may be sensitive or restricted by copyright or regulations is a major challenge for digital repositories managers. Repository project leaders must maintain a good balance between protecting sensitive documents and enabling easy access to non-restricted materials and direct programming staff to design mechanisms for controlling content use or misuse. Both repositories at HKUST required the project leaders to look at issues of access and security, but the different content and purpose of each repository emphasized a different side of the balance. The software a library selects to support a digital repository will affect what that library can or want to do. One of the

reasons HKUST Library chose DSpace was because we could modify the software when added access control was necessary.

By using the DSpace system (which is OAI-PMH compliant), the library can expose Dublin Core metadata for every document or item in its DSpace-based repository. OAI compliance allows the archived articles and documents in digital repositories discovered easily by web search engines, digital discovery services, and indexing tools. OAI compliance, however, is more important for the IR than the Digital UA due to the difference in their content and purposes.

HKUST’s Digital UA contains a large body of material available for public access, alongside many administrative records currently unavailable for public use. Library Systems staff enhanced the open-source DSpace software to display only public records as a default. Any other document requires a login and password. The system then displays the record groups and publications that are authorized for that particular login. Users never see even the headings of archived records to which they have no right to access.

A good number of faculty members are already in the practice of making their full-text publications available either on their own website or departmental website. To convince them to deposit their publications in the IR, we point out to them that the software they use for their website is not OAI-compliant, thus the contents on their website are less publicly accessible. We also outline other benefits of the institutional repository at our website, http://library.ust.hk/info/db/repository.html#benefits.

d. Collection Development (Inclusion & Exclusion)

The IR includes whatever has been submitted by HKUST scholars and researchers. In contrast, the Library does not digitize all items submitted to the University Archives. The chief priority for the digital UA is to digitize the most frequently sought university publications and documents.

On a regular basis, University Archives staff must exercise their judgment in what we include in the Digital UA, in what we keep permanently in our archives collection, and in what we return to the originating offices or departments. Typically, only documents of historical and enduring value will be kept. A set of retention and disposition guidelines for different types of administrative records has been developed to provide guiding principles to originating units or departments on what to send and when to send it to the University Archives. Archives staff has also created a retention schedule for different administrative
Scholars or authors at HKUST submit documents to the IR voluntarily; but this “voluntary” submission needs to be qualified. At this stage, many submissions are proxy submissions in which the Library staff obtain permission from scholars and do the submissions on their behalf.

In contrast, submission to the Digital UA has become customary with university administrative offices after our initial requests. Although the originating offices are not yet officially required to submit their administrative records, many offices or units at the University send their records to the University Archives as a routine activity. Thus, while both repositories need to recruit content, at this stage, librarians must be more active in recruiting content for the IR than for the Digital UA.

f. Permission

Library staff members need to obtain permission from the authors in order to place their documents in the IR. On the submission form, the scholar is asked to indicate that he or she agrees to a non-exclusive distribution license.\(^6\) In contrast, no special permission is required for public access to the University publications and other non-restricted materials in the UA. However, access to the administrative records in the Digital UA is governed and limited by university regulations.

Our IR collects different types of material, including published peer-reviewed journal articles for which we have experienced more difficulties in persuading faculty or research staff to deposit them. While a large number of them are supportive of the open access cause, they are often concerned about copyright issues. Therefore, we supply a link from our IR website to that of the Romeo/SHERPA Project which provides information on publisher copyright and self-archiving policies, and we also include a summary of self-archiving policies of major publishers. In addition, we check publishers’ copyright and self-archiving policies pertaining to each of the individual published articles we add to the repository.

\(^6\) The non-exclusive distribution license states, “I am submitting this collection of files and associated bibliographic metadata for inclusion in the HKUST Institutional Repository. I hereby grant to The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) the irrevocable, non-exclusive royalty free right to reproduce, distribute, display, and perform this work in any format including electronic formats throughout the world for educational, research and scientific non-profit uses during the full term of copyright including renewals and extensions via the HKUST Institutional Repository mechanisms maintained by the HKUST Library. I also hereby grant to HKUST the non-exclusive right to sub-license these rights to others should the University forego the ability to maintain distribution. I warrant that I have the copyright to make this grant to HKUST unencumbered and complete.”
g. Growth Rate

Presently, there is a considerable difference in the database growth rate of these two repositories. The IR has grown more slowly than the Digital UA which already has over 19,000 documents. This is partially a result of laws and customs relating to intellectual property.

There are over 2,600 documents in the IR posted by HKUST faculty members. This is far less than the number of articles that the same faculty members have published in journals. Why is there such a discrepancy between what is possible and what has been achieved? The main reasons are because faculty members lack awareness of the Repository, and because the faculty members and other HKUST researchers lack incentive to post in the IR.

Overcoming such an initial barrier is a critical task for all IR developers. The key is to find a way to make faculty members willing and eager to put their scholarly output into institutional repository. This, hopefully, will lead to a firm commitment on their part to automatically archive and preserve the important contents over time.

To develop such eagerness and desire, HKUST librarians have worked hard to increase faculty members’ awareness of the IR. These methods include giving information sessions at different academic departments and finding “faculty champions” who submit material themselves and encourage their colleagues to do so. The Library Administration has also worked with the general University Administration to make submitting documents for the IR part of their regular reporting of research output. In addition, the IR has a “Top 20” list. In the beginning years of the IR, author’s who made it into the monthly top 20 were informed this by email. By doing so, the Library hoped to generate pride, enthusiasm, and perhaps even a sense of competition among faculty members and researchers at HKUST to share and showcase their research output.

We think that once we have built up confidence in the user groups in using the repositories, the growth of both repositories will be steady and sustained. Thus, at the current stage, we try to promote both repositories to their respective potential users. The “marketing strategies” we have used help to a certain extent, but we will need to work harder to reach a wider audience.

5. Sustainability and Reliability of Digital Repositories

A responsible approach to developing and sustaining digital repositories needs to take many issues and challenges into consideration. Ideally, digital repositories of scholarly and
other important digital content will come to act as “trusted repositories” to ensure reliable access to their content over time. In addition to the issues discussed earlier, digital repository developers should consider the associated administrative responsibility, long-term retention and sustainability, technological suitability, system security, and procedural accountability. Repository managers rely on a consensus “across the necessary range of stakeholders of what is to be archived and how it will be done.” Administrative responsibility extends to meeting appropriate digital archiving standards, having backup and recovery procedures, and assuring the security of the digital contents.

From the very beginning, repository managers should commit to implementing appropriate standards and best practices, particularly those that directly influence repository viability and sustainability. Libraries choosing to develop digital repositories should also commit to the long-term retention, management of, and access to digital assets on behalf of depositors and users. The software and hardware used in the operation of a digital repository must assure the security of the digital contents. Managers should give “special attention to processes that address data integrity to avoid loss of data, to detect any inadvertent changes in data, and to restore lost or corrupted data.”

The repository managers should continually review its policies and procedures to ensure that appropriate growth can occur. Staffing levels and expertise need to be appropriate to the work to be undertaken to support the repository. All repository practices and policies relevant to the use of the repository, including those related to rights management, should be documented and made available to the users. Repository managers need to consider other long-term relevant issues such as inter-working between digital repositories, especially the prospective for common services and interoperability among different types of repositories. It is also vitally important that libraries with digital depositories work to support and enhance such distributed digital repository architectures, regionally and globally.

6. **Conclusions**

Digital repositories take shape in a variety of experimental forms and represent new

---

ways of organizing information. They vary in the types of content, in their intended purposes, as well as in their relationship to content creators and users. Despite these differences, the development and promotion of digital repositories will continue librarians’ time-honored labor/duty of acquiring, organizing, and making available the resources needed by our users. At HKUST the approaches we have used or are exploring reflect our traditional roles in selecting, evaluating, and providing access to information content. This fulfills our mission to help users find information relevant and critical to their work.

Although digital repositories may be implemented and maintained by the library, we should not view them narrowly as “library projects”. To help a repository reach full potential, librarians need to collaborate actively with faculty, researchers, and other staff in administrative departments at our institutions to help disseminate their scholarly output or materials emanating from various units (if such information is to be made accessible).

Digital repositories, if properly implemented, can help us expand our information access strategy to support the information needs of our users. A reliable international network of distributed digital repositories will help provide universal electronic access to important and unique information resources at academic and research institutions.